A Next-Generation Social
Blockchain platform
Vision
A blockchain, Exchange and wallet are all you need to take over the crypto world.
HUH token will power these 3 core platforms. The MetaHUH foundation aims to
become the number 1 destination for developers, content creators and users to build
and live on. This isn’t just crypto; this is a whole interconnected metaverse for you to
take control of. Take charge of your data and monetise it.
We aim to demolish the inherent silos between cryptocurrencies and users by
making the user journey as simple as possible. We will accomplish this by building
our own ecosystem that will empower us to do so.
Taking control of all aspects within the crypto world and building from scratch lets us
make crypto user-friendly and allow for a more bespoke approach towards
everything social.

Our Dream is Becoming a Reality
Decentralized Metaverse

“Our dream is a decentralized metaverse where everyone gains from the data they
generate. The data generated by engagement, be it information, opinion, images,
sound, or another form of self-expression generates value for the influencers and
individuals, because all data creates influence, and HUH believe that influence is a
currency to be shared for the greater good, not just sold for profit.”
We have never strayed away from this goal. HUH will be the currency of influence.

Why HUH?
The blockchain will power the push for wider crypto adoption and allow HUH to
become a world-class token used by billions.
The HUH network will be the social blockchain for creators, fans, and users. Due to
its unique nature, it will be the hottest chain to be on and will host high-quality and
popular apps. The network provides the foundation necessary to build a free and
censorship-less network for everyone.
Current blockchain solutions are slow, expensive and have scalability issues. HUH
network aims to solve this by employing the latest and most innovative consensus
system; Proof of Stake (POS).
This will enable successful, transparent and almost instantaneous “cheap”
transactions within the HUH ecosystem. Monetizing has never been easier. The

cheap transaction fees will allow content creators not to concern themselves about
the current crypto gas fees.
It’s simple.
Lower fees = a happier fan = more money for everyone.
The quick and easy setup of a blockchain for everyone. We aren’t just catering to
tech-savvy users. We want the worldwide public to adopt this amazing technology.
To do this, HUH aims to make crypto, not crypto… HUH?

Standalone base layer Blockchain
The HUH network is a base layer blockchain that is EVM compatible. As a result,
any projects that work on other EVM compatible blockchains can be ported over with
no problem. Smart contracts and dApps will work with the HUH network. This design
approach accelerates the adoptability of the network allowing developers and
content creators from other networks to onboard with ease.
Energy consumption and energy waste through mining are huge issues within
current blockchains. We aim to fully move away from this by employing a Proof of
stake (PoS) consensus algorithm. This will allow anyone to stake HUH tokens to
validate the network.
Individuals have the right to participate and take ownership in ensuring the chain’s
transactions go through. They become “validators”, which means that they validate
blocks (transactions within the network) in which they receive transaction fees in
HUH.
Due to the decentralized nature of the blockchain, users can conduct transactions
without having to trust a centralized authority. This makes HUH accessible to
everyone with an internet connection, regardless of location or financial status.

HUH Token
HUH is the native token of the HUH network. The purpose of HUH is to allow HUH
and the applications built on top of it to run on a PoS consensus system while
allowing the community to use and govern it.
Holding HUH also gives you the right to vote in important decisions held within the
HUH ecosystem. HUH? Yes, HUH Token will also act as the de facto governance
token. We aim to build the biggest social decentralized on-chain governance
platform.
A blockchain for social networks, the first of its kind in the world.
While HUH inherits Ethereum's innovation, it differs significantly from it in many
ways.

Both let you use digital currency without payment providers or banks. But HUH is
faster and more efficient; therefore, it can be implemented across various
applications and has many use cases!
As a result, HUH is more than just a payment system. It's a trove of DeFi products,
social apps, and networks free from data theft and censorship.
The HUH native token exists in many forms: A HUH Blockchain native version and
an ERC20, BEP20 (and more) on the Ethereum and Binance smart chain. These
many forms can be converted to the HUH native token.

Wallet
We will steer away from long wallet addresses, traditional wallets and hard to
understand transaction receipts.
HUH is introducing profiles to replace old-style wallets. Profiles are your gateway to
interacting within the HUH metaverse and network. They are you but in digital form,
they hold various assets such as money, NFTs, tokens and much more.
Our innovative profile technology will be secure, fast, and most importantly,
user-friendly. Will receiving HUH tokens will be just as easy as just sending them?
Yes, we do away with long, hard to understand ciphered characters and introduce
HUH tags.
Each address will have a custom readable phrase that users can take and send
tokens to. This eliminates the double-triple checking that usually occurs when
transacting within other blockchains.
Easily recognizable by a glance is a built-in feature.
The profile will be directly tied to the HUH network and allows you to connect to
every HUH service available through rigorous smart contracts. Any project hosted on
the HUH network will automatically recognize the profile and “talk” with it. It is your
profile within the HUH network. Add your friends to it, message them, share content
with them and most importantly, connect with your users as a content creator. The
profile is an all-in-one stop shop for the latest news on the blockchain and
MetHUHverse, with many more features to come.

HUH exchange
HUH will build the foundational building blocks to make the blockchain thrive. The
HUH exchange will be a world-class exchange with bleeding-edge technology to
back it.
Most major exchanges are too hard to use or understand for the public. The user
interface is clunky and has too much information crammed into one little screen. This
is great for tech-savvy users or veteran traders, but it needs to be simplified for mass
adoption.

We aim to remove this barrier by simplifying the user interface, making it as easy as
a click of a button.
HUH will have 3 different interfaces: one for beginner users, the second for
intermediate traders and a third for veteran traders. Each interface will be tied in the
background to use the same exchange engine.
We have hired UI/UX designers to completely redesign the current exchange
experience from scratch and add a more simplified touch to it.
The huh token will be the native token pair to most other tokens within the exchange.
Trading it and using it within the exchange will give extra bonuses.
More information about the exchange will be provided at a later date.

Presale
To fund all these fantastic projects, we will be launching a presale. This will run in
conjunction with an extensive marketing campaign to get huh out there to the world.
With the release of the new HUH Blockchain and Exchange, comes a brand-new
token - The HUH Token V2 or just HUH.
The total supply will be capped at 10 trillion HUH tokens. 18% of this will be set aside
to trade huh BEP20 tokens to the new HUH token on the HUH blockchain. This way,
no one loses out by allowing trades from old to new on a 1:2 ratio. This means for
every 1 HUH v1 token you can swap it for 2 HUH v2 tokens.
35% of the supply will be available during the presale. Whatever gets unsold will be
burned. This is to ensure the stability of the project on launch and allow for a lower
circulating supply.
The presale will run for 6 months, and the price of the HUH token will increase each
month. Each month acts like a stage and has special stage bonuses attached.
Early-stage users will gain the most benefit.
HUH token’s price will be set at the end of stage 6. We will be launching it on the
HUH DEX, which will be the main decentralized exchange on the HUH Blockchain.
Presale and current HUH v1 holders, we certainly haven’t forgotten about you. The
team have carefully considered how to best reward those who have continued to
believe in this project. These holders have been the centrepiece of all decisions the
HUH team have made.
We will be taking a snapshot of the current state of the blockchain at the end of the
presale and give everyone bonus HUH v2 tokens based on how long and how much
they are holding. This is heavily biased on how long they have been holding and if
they are a HUH v1 Presale user. These bonuses will be added on top of the current
stage bonuses for the new presale.

We will also have a HUH farm where you can stake your HUH v1 tokens and gain
more HUH v1 tokens to swap for HUH v2 tokens after the presale has ended! HUH
v1 Presale users will get an additional bonus yield when staking. The staking reward
depends on the number of tokens staked and how long it will be staked for. The
staking period will be for the duration of the presale and will allow users to swap to
HUH v2 tokens once launched.
Those who join the future of HUH Token by swapping their HUH v1 tokens for HUH
v2, will receive a percentage of their allocated tokens upfront (This percentage will
be received at the “Token Generation Event” or TGE). The remaining tokens will be
transferred to a vesting contract.
A dynamic vesting period will be employed depending on when the HUH holder
chooses to swap their HUH v1 for HUH v2. The vesting period will be 5 months long
starting from the point of the token swap going live.
The total vested allocation will unlock per block over the 5 month total vesting to
100% being unlocked. We have learned from our mistakes during the HUH v1
presale. This time around we will have a complete DeFi platform that will allow users
to track their vested tokens and claim them.
The conversion percentage at TGE will begin at 1% and gradually increase per block
to 100% over the same 5-month period.
The HUH farm will be live midway during stage 1 of the presale and will continue till
the end of the 6 months.

Bonuses on top of bonuses!
Everyone that buys HUH v1 tokens on Pancake Swap during the start of stage 1 to
stage 2 will be given bonus HUH v2 tokens after the presale.
Everyone that held HUH v1 tokens from genesis till the start of the new presale will
receive bonus HUH v2 tokens.
Everyone that bought into the HUH v1 presale will be given bonus HUH v2 Tokens.
Snapshots of all the wallets have been taken and will be taken again to ensure
everyone will get their bonuses.
Each presale stage will have unique bonuses which will compound with the
above-mentioned bonuses.
More information will be given out during the duration of the presale.

BIG DISCLAIMER
We at HUH love our community and will be the first to tell you we don’t know
everything and are willing to learn.

We will adapt the information above with feedback from our community to achieve
the best results for all, exchange blockchain and coin!

